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1. Introduction. Let x—>Lx and x—+MX be two representations of a group

G. The intertwining vector space of L and M, 61 (P, M) is defined as the set of

all bounded linear transformations P from the representation space of P to

the representation space of M such that TLX= MXT for all x in G. The vector

space dimension of (R(P, M) is called the intertwining number of P and M

and is denoted ê(L, M). For finite groups, ê(L, L) gives the total number of

irreducible components appearing in the decomposition of P into irreducible

parts, where a component appearing with multiplicity n is counted n times

In particular P is irreducible if and only if S(L, L) = 1. Intertwining numbers

for induced representations are described in [2], and in particular necessary

and sufficient conditions are obtained for an irreducible representation to in-

duce an irreducible representation.

In the case L = M, (R(P, P) forms a ring and we denote its center by

C(R(P). We define the central intertwining number, Qd(L) of a representation

L to be the vector space dimension of C(R(P). For finite groups Qé(L) gives the

number of distinct irreducible components appearing in the decomposition of

P into irreducible parts, where a component appearing with multiplicity « is

counted but once. All results on central intertwining numbers should be inter-

preted from this point of view.

Two representations, P and M are said to be disjoint (denoted P¿M) if

no subrepresentation of one is equivalent to any subrepresentation of the

other. A representation is called a factor representation if it cannot be ex-

pressed as the direct sum of two disjoint representations. As is well known

and easily proved, a representation P is a factor if and only if Qá(L) = 1. For

finite dimensional representations, a factor is simply some integral multiple

of an irreducible representation. For the representation theory of separable

locally compact groups, factor representations form a natural "building

block." Heuristically, central intertwining numbers give the same type of

information with respect to factor representations, as do intertwining num-

bers with respect to irreducible representations. In this paper we describe the

situation only for finite groups, where the phenomenon is purely algebraic

and free of measure theoretic difficulties. It is hoped that this will then serve

as a useful prolegomena to the more general investigation.
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Now that the discussion of motivation is concluded, we restrict ourselves

entirely to considerations of finite groups and of finite dimensional repre-

sentations over an algebraically closed field SF of characteristic zero or of

prime characteristic which does not divide the order of the group being repre-

sented. If we shift our point of view slightly by considering factor representa-

tions as the fundamental objects, we find the classical decomposition theory

takes the following form. Let P be a representation of the group G such that

&â(L) =n. Then there exist « projections Pi, E2, • ■ • , En in Q(R(L) such that

P,Py = PyPi = 5iyPy, 22ri-i Pt = P and the set {Py} forms a vector space basis

for e(R(P). Further P= 22"-i LW where P(i) is the restriction of P to the

range of P,. Each P(i> is a factor representation and P(i) and P(,) are disjoint

if Í9íj. Further this decomposition is unique up to equivalence and up to the

order in which the summands occur. From this we see that Qä(L) is equal to

the number of disjoint factor representations which are subrepresentations

of P and that 64 is additive over disjoint representations.

In section 2 we characterize C(R(L) as the vector space generated by a

specific set of elements. Thus the determination of Qd(L) is reduced to deter-

mining the maximal number of these generating elements which are linearly

independent. This approach is used in section 3 to determine the central

intertwining number of an induced representation. In particular we obtain a

necessary and sufficient condition for a factor representation to induce a

factor representation.

2. Characterization of C(R(P). If II is a subgroup of the group G, P is a

representation of H, and rEG, then Pr, the conjugate representation of L with

respect to r, is defined as the representation of r~1Hr given by Lrx = LTxr-\ for

each xEr~xHr. If P is a representation of a group G and C is a class (of con-

jugates) of G, then we define the corresponding L-conjugate sum to be

S= ¿jiec Lx.

Theorem 1. Let L be a representation of the group G and let Ci, ■ • ■ , Cm

denote the distinct classes (of conjugates) of G. Let Si, ■ ■ ■ , Sm denote the cor-

responding L-conjugate sums. Then the set {Si, ■ ■ • , Sm} generates C(R(P) as

a vector space.

Proof. The reader may verify that P£C(R(P) if and only if T is of the

form 22/t-iaiLxi for some a,£SF, some x,£G, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, and has the

property that
n n

¿2 «iPr,   =   Z2 <*iLx,
i-1 i-1

for all y in G. Here P" denotes the conjugate representation of P, with respect

to y, defined by Lvx = Lyxv-i for each xEG. Thus each P-conjugate sum Si is

contained  in  e(R(P). Suppose  T— ¿^f-i «<Px, is an arbitrary element of
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C(R(£), where «¿G£ and XiEG. Then by the previous remark, for each

yEG, T= E"-i a'Lli- Let g denote the order of G. Then

r = d/g) E Ê «idi = Ê (ai/g) E £,.
ye G i-i i=i veG

Let C¿ denote the class to which xt belongs. (This will, in general, require

a reindexing of the classes. Some classes may not appear in the new enumera-

tion, while others may appear more than once.) The reader may verify that

the number p\, of elements in the set {y: yEG and yXiy~l = z\, where zECi,

does not depend on the choice of the element zECi. Then g=ßcfi where y i

denotes the number of elements in C,-, 1 =î = m. Hence we may write

E Ü, - ß< £ L, - ig/y,)Si.
yea zeCi

Thus

t= Ê(«./g)E^= t,(*i/yùSi.
t-i »eo »=i

The theorem just proved implies the well-known result that Cä(L) is al-

ways less than or equal to the number of classes of G. In particular if £ is the

regular representation of G it is immediate that the £-conjugate sums are

linearly independent, which gives the well-known fact that the central inter-

twining number of the regular representation is equal to the number of

classes of G.

3. Induced representations. We first state the usual definition of induced

representation, with a modification of the usual notation.

Case 1. Let H be a subgroup of G and M a representation of G. Then we

define M\H (read: the representation which M induces in the subgroup H) to

be the restriction of M to H, i.e., (Af| H)Z = MZ for each xEH.

Case 2. Let II be a subgroup of G and £ a representation of H. We define

G | £ (read : the representation of G induced by L) as follows. Let 3C(G| £) denote

the set of all functions/ on G, taking values in the representation space 3C(£)

of £ and which satisfy/(xr) =Lxf{r), for xEH and rEG. 3C(G| £) is given a

vector space structure in the usual way and we define, for each xEG,

[(G\ £)x/](y) =fiyx) lor each /<E3C(G| L) and yEG.
The notation introduced is designed to mirror the "reciprocity" between

these two types of inducing.

In the general case the problem of determining the exact decomposition

of an induced representation into irreducible parts is a difficult and unsolved

problem. The work of Professor Mackey in [2] gives information as to the

total number of irreducible parts which will appear in such a decomposition.

The following considerations are designed to give the additional information •

as to the maximal number of distinct irreducible representations which ap-

pear.
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We first consider the case of a representation induced in a subgroup (cf.

[l]). Let £ be a representation of a finite group G and let H he a subgroup

of G. To determine C0(£| H), one considers the classes Ci, ■ ■ ■ , Cm of H and

forms the corresponding (L|H)-conjugate sums 5¿= E*ec< £«• The problem

is thus reduced to determining the maximal number of these Si which are

linearly independent. As an illustration of this procedure we prove the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 2. Let L be a factor ior irreducible) representation of a group G.

Let H be a subgroup of G. Let a denote the number of classes of H and ß the num-

ber of classes of G which are completely contained in H. Then the number of

distinct irreducible components appearing in the decomposition of L\H is less

than or equal to 0-/3 + 1.

Proof. Let Ci, • • • , Ca denote the classes of H and £>i, • • • , Dß the classes

of G completely contained in H. Choose Dß=Ca = e, where e is the identity

element of G. Since £ is a factor representation we have that E*eß< L%

= kil, for some kiE'S, i—1, • • • , ß, where I is the identity operator. Each

Di is the union of some subcollection [Cij'.j—l, • • • , m,} of the classes of H.

Then

22lx=22  E L* - W - kt ¿2 L,
xED¡ j—1 x£C¡j xECa

which gives a dependency relation among the iL\H)-conjugate sums cor-

responding to the dj. Thus one of these (L\H) -con jugate sums can be elimi-

nated from the generating set, for each i= 1, • • • , ß — l. We are thus left with

a generating set of a— iß— 1) elements. Hence Cá(L|£f) =a— 0 + 1.

Additional information about 6á(£| H) may be obtained from the classical

theory. Again let £ be an irreducible representation of a finite group G and

let H be a subgroup of G. Then dim(£|£7) =dim(L). Suppose Mis an irreduci-

ble component of £|i£ By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, G|ili must

contain £ and thus dim(G| M) = [G: £/]dim(M) =dim(L) =dim(L| H). Thus

£|£f can have at most [G: H] irreducible components. Hence e#(£|i£j

= .<i(£| II, L\ H) = [G: II]. From this we conclude that if L is any representa-

tion of G, then <S,iiL\H) = [G: £f]C0(£). In particular if we take L to be the

regular representation of G, we obtain the purely group theoretical fact that

the number of classes of II is less than or equal to the number of classes of G

times [G: H\.
We next turn our attention to Case 2, representations induced in a super-

group.

Theorem 3. £ef H be a subgroup of G and let L be a representation of H. let

Di, ■ ■ ■ , D„ denote the classes of G, and let Si, ■ ■ ■ , 5„ denote the corresponding

(G|£)-conjugate sums. Then T= Eí"=i aiSi = 0 for some a,GiF if and only if,

for each r in G,
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¿ at     22    Lx = 0.
i-1 xGrDiClH

(Summations over empty sets are defined to be equal to 0.)

Proof. For each t in G and / in 3C(G| P) we have

[Tf}(D = [¿a.   22  (G| L).f\(l) = 22 ai   22 /(*)•
L i-i       »eD, J i-i       tetDi

Let <ri, • • • , <Jk denote representatives of the right PPcosets of G, where

k=[G: H] and let Vi, ■ ■ ■ , vm be a basis for 3C(P). We now define a basis

{fab}, a = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,k;b=l, ■ ■ ■ , m, for 3C(G|P) as follows. Let fab(aa) = vb, lor

a=l, • • • ,k;b=l, ■ ■ ■ ,m, fab(oi) =0 if a 9*i, 1—a, t = A, and finally fab(xci)

= Lxfah(ax), for each x in H, l=o, t' = A, lt%b^m. Then P = 0 if and only if,

for each t in G

¿ «.   E /abW = 0
i-1 «€íD,

for o = 1, ■ • ■ , A; b= 1, • • • , m. The expression on the left is equal to

n n

22  «< ]C        /«kW   =   £ «» £ Lxfab(oa)
i-i       leiDiD«« i-i      leitr-iDiO«

L i-i       lei^.D.Di/        J

Thus P = 0 if and only if, for each rEG,

¿a,     22    Lx = 0.

Corollary. Peí P/, G, P, Pi, Si awd P Ae 05 ¿n /Ae statement of Theorem 3.

Let [G: H] = A a«d let <n, • • • , 9k denote representatives of the right H-cosets of

G, (or of the left H-cosets of G). Then T = 0 if and only if, for j—1, ■ ■ ■ , A,

¿ «i     Z     Lx = 0.
i-1 xeiyDiOH

Proof. Left to the reader.

Theorem 3, with its corollary, gives a straightforward method of com-

puting Cá(G| P) when the classes of G are known. This result, together with

Theorem 1, reduces the problem of computing Qá(G\L) to the problem of

determining whether or not a certain system of homogeneous linear equations

has a nontrivial solution.
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While the basic phenomena are described in Theorem 3 and its corollary,

the result may be stated in various ways. We use the notation introduced in

the statement of the corollary to Theorem 3. Let

■*Vy — / ,       LiX / .       L*x,

xecjDi^H zeDj<r,n«

i=l, ■ ■ ■ , «;/=l, • • • , A. Then {(P,i, P,2, • • • , Rik):i=l, ••-,«} isa

set of Ag2-dimensional vectors over JF, where q = dim(L). Then Qâ(G\L) is

equal to the maximal number of these vectors which are linearly independent

over 5\ This result takes a still simpler form if P is linear, i.e., one-dimensional.

Then (P,y), 1=¿ = «, 1=/ = A, is an «XA matrix over ï and Cá(GJP) is the

rank of this matrix.

The following theorem will illustrate how the criterion of Theorem 3 may

be used in the calculation of central intertwining numbers.

Theorem 4. Suppose that H is a normal subgroup of G, A= [G: H] and

that {Hai}, i= 1, ■ ■ ■ , A, are the H-cosets of G. Further suppose that, for each

i=l, • ■ • , A, the inner automorphism of II determined by o( leaves the classes of

H fixed. If a i is contained in the center of G, for i = l, • • ■ , n, (n^k), then

64(G|P)=«eá(P).

Proof. Let Qá(L) =c. Index the classes { &, • • • , Cm} of H in such a way

that the corresponding P-conjugate sums T(= 22x£Ct Lx, i=l, • ■ ■ , c, are

linearly independent over SF. Let S,y= Z«ec>j (G|P)«. We leave it to the

reader to verify that under the hypothesis of the theorem, the Ciffy are classes

of G, for l=i = c, l=/ = «, and thus that Siy£C(R(G| P) for 1=î^c, 1=/ = «.

We next show that the Sa, for 1 =t^c, 1 =ji£«, are linearly independent over

i. Suppose 22i-i 22]-ianS<i = Q> where aaE'S. By Theorem 3 this implies
that, for each rEG,

c       n

22 22aa     22     Lx = 0.
i=i y_i       neCi^-rOw

Taking r = <Ty_l this becomes

c c

22 au 22 lx= 22 aijTi = o,
i=i        xeCi i-i

for /= 1, •••,«. By the linear independence of the T{, we conclude that

oiij = 0, l=i = c, 1=/ = «. Hence Cif(G|P)=we.

We next concentrate on the situation where Pi is a normal subgroup of G.

Two representations L and M of II are said to be conjugately disjoint relative

to G, denoted PóM, if every conjugate of P, relative to G, is disjoint from

every conjugate of M, relative to G. P and M are said to be in the same orbit

of H, relative to G, if P is equivalent to a conjugate of M, relative to G. Now

suppose P is a representation of iZ" which has the form P = «iPi4- • • • +anLn,
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where the a¿ are positive integers and the £; are mutually disjoint irreducible

representations of H. Group the set {£j, • • • , £„} into orbits, relative to

G. We define the conjugacy number of L, denoted 69l(£), to be the number of

these orbits.

Clearly Qâ(L) = 63l(£). The corollary to Theorem 10 of [4] states that

if £ is a normal subgroup of G and if one groups the set of all irreducible repre-

sentations of H into orbits, relative to G, then the number of such orbits is

equal to the number of classes of G which are contained in H. (Also see [5].)

Thus for any representation £ of H, 69l(£) is less than or equal to the num-

ber of classes of G which are contained in H.

Theorem 5. Suppose that H is a normal subgroup of G and that L is a

representation of H. Let L = Mi+ • • ■ +Mn where m = 691(£) and each Mi is

a linear combination, with positive integral coefficients, of irreducible representa-

tions of H, all belonging to the same orbit C,. Then 60(G| £) = E"-i ®&(G\ Mí)

and 64(G| Mi) = 60(G| £,) where L{ is any element of C<.

Proof. Since MtZMj if iy^j, we have, by Corollary 7, page 129 of [3],

that (G| Mi) à (G| Mj) if *'?*/. Hence, since Qé is additive over disjoint repre-

sentations, we have QäiG\L) = ediG\Mi+ ■ ■ ■ +G\M„) = GâiG\Mi)+ ■ ■ ■

+ 6á(G|ilí„). Now suppose that Af¿ = ai£¿i+ • • ■ +amLim where the

ay, j=l, • • ■ , m, are positive integers and the £,y, j=l, • • ■ , m, are ir-

reducible representations, all in the same orbit d, relative to G. Then

64(G| Mí) = 60(G|£¿i + ■ • • +G| £<„,). However, as the reader may easily

verify, conjugate representations induce equivalent representations and thus

G|£,y~G|£;forj'=l, • • • , m, where £¿ is any element of d. Hence 60(G| Mi)

= 60(m(G|£,)) = esiG\Li).

Corollary. £ef II be a normal subgroup of G and let Ci, ■ • • , C„ denote

the orbits of irreducible representations of H, relative to G. If L is a representation

of H such that 69l(£) =n, then 60(G| £) is equal to the number of classes of G.

Proof. Let M denote the regular representation of H. Then G| M is the

regular representation of G and it suffices to prove that 60(G| £) = 60(G| M).

However, we have £= E"-i £< and M= E"-i ^ where both £, and M<

are linear combinations of elements of d, with positive integral coefficients,

for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n. The stated result now follows from the above theorem.

We next obtain an upper bound on 60(G|£), analogous to that obtained

for representations induced in a subgroup.

Theorem 6. £ef H be a subgroup of G and L a representation of H. Then

60(G|£) = [G: H]QdiL). Further if H is a normal subgroup, then 60(G|£)

= [G:£f]69l(£).

Proof. First take £ to be irreducible. Suppose that M is an irreducible

component of G|£. Then, by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, £ appears
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as a component of M¡ H. Hence dim(M) =dim(M| H) =dim(P). But dim(G| P)

= [G: Pf]dim(P). Thus (G|P) has at most [G: H] irreducible components.

Hence QS(G\L)%%[G:H\, which easily generalizes to the statement of the

theorem when P is not irreducible.

Now suppose H is a normal subgroup of G and P is a representation of H.

We may write L = Mi+ • ■ ■ +Mn where w= C9l(P) and each M, is a linear

combination, with positive integral coefficients, of irreducible representations,

all of which are in the same orbit of H relative to G. Then by Theorem 5 we

have that Gi(G\L) = C*(G| Mi) + ■ • • + Qä(G\ M„) and Qä(G\Mi)
= Cá(G|Pi), where Pi is any irreducible representation appearing in the de-

composition of Mi, i=l, ■ • • , n. Hence, by the first part of the theorem we

have, e*(G|L) = e*(G|Li)+ • • ■ 4-Cá(G|P„) =m[G: H] = [G: H]q%(L).

Corollary 1. If H is a subgroup of G, then the number of classes of G is less

than or equal to [G: H] times the number of classes of H.

Corollary 2. Suppose that H is a normal subgroup of G and that every H-

coset of G has a nonempty intersection with the center of G. If L is a representa-

tion of H, then Gá(G\ L) = [G: H]eä(L).

Proof. By Theorem 4 we have Qä(G\ L) = [G: H]<Zâ(L).

Corollary 3(2). Suppose that H is a normal subgroup of G and that every

H-coset of G has a nonempty intersection with the center of G. If L is an irreduci-

ble representation of H, then G|P = Pi4- • • • 4-P¡t, where the Li are mutually

disjoint irreducible representations such that L/\H=L for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , A, where

k=[G:H].

Proof. By Corollary 2 we have that Cá(G|P) = [G: H] and thus G|P

= aiPi+ • • • 4-a*P* where the a, are positive integers and the Pi are mutu-

ally disjoint irreducible representations. By the Frobenius reciprocity theo-

rem, Pi|pf must contain P and thus dim(L,) ^dim(P). Further we have

dim(G|P) = [G: Pi]dim(P) =A dim(P). Hence ai= ■ ■ • = ak=l and dim(P.)

= dim(P). Since Li\ H must contain P, we have Pi|Pf=P.

Corollary 4. Let H be a normal subgroup of G. Then the number of classes

of G is less than or equal to [G : H] times the number of classes of G which are

contained in H.

Proof. As we remarked earlier, the corollary to Theorem 10 of [4] implies

that, for any representation P of H, C3l(P) is less than or equal to the number

of classes of G which are contained in H. (See also [5].) But if P is the regular

representation of H, then G\ L is the regular representation of G and thus the

number of classes of G is equal to Qä(G\L), which is less than or equal to

[G:H)QVI(L).

(*) This corollary was suggested to the author by Professor M. Suzuki.
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Theorem 7. Let H be a subgroup of G and let L be a factor representation of

H. Then G \ L is a factor representation if and only if, for each class D of G,

E    Lx = 0
xerDClH

for all rEG such that rEH.

Proof. By Theorem 1, Gl£ is a factor representation if and only if, for

each class D of G, there exists an aGî, such that S+aI = 0, where S is the

(G| £)-conjugate sum corresponding to D, and /= (G| £), is the identity oper-

ator on 3C(G| £). By Theorem 3 there exists such an a if and only if

E    Lx + a    E    U - 0
xerDDH t€r(«¡n/f

for each rEG. If rEH, then r{e)(~\H= {r\(~\H is empty. Thus there exists

an aE'S such that S+aI = 0 if and only if

(0 E    Lx = 0
xerDrtH

for all r in G such that r EH, and an a exists in ï such that

(ii) E    Lx + aLv = 0
xEyDdH

for all y in H.

Let T denote the summation of Lx over the set DC\H. Then condition

(ii) is equivalent to the condition that £ be a scalar multiple of I. However,

since D(~\H is normal in H, it is easily verified that TE 6(R(£). The hypothesis

that £ is a factor representation thus implies that £ is a scalar multiple of I.

Thus there exists an a£i such that S+aI = 0 if and only if condition (i)

holds.

Corollary 1. £ef H be a subgroup of G and let L be a factor representation

of H. Let e, r/2, • • • , o~k denote a set of representatives öf the right H-cosets of G

ior of the left H-cosets of G). Then G\L is a factor representation if and only if,

for each class D of G,

E     Lx = 0, for i = 2, • • • , k.

Proof. Left to the reader.

Corollary 2. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and let L be a factor repre-

sentation of H. Then G\L is a factor representation if and only if, for each class

D of G such that D(\,H, and for each r in G, E*e>-Dnff £x=0.

Proof. If rEH, and £<£/£ then rDC\H is empty. If DEH and r$£,

then rDC\H is empty.
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Corollary 3. Suppose H is a subgroup of G and suppose there exists a

factor representation L of H such that G \ L is a factor representation. Then H con-

tains the center of G.

Proof. Suppose that s is contained in the center of G and that 5 £Pf. Then

D={s} is a class of G, and thus by Theorem 7,

0 =       Z      LZ = L. = I,
isi-'i»)n«

which is a contradiction. (Compare this result with Corollary 2 to Theorem 5.)

Theorem 7 is the analogue of the Mackey-Shoda theorem (Theorem 6 of

[2]) which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for an irreducible repre-

sentation to induce an irreducible representation. The analogy between these

two situations breaks down at one point in that for an induced representation

G\ L to be irreducible, it is necessary that the representation P be irreducible.

However it is possible for G|P to be a factor representation, without P being

a factor representation. It is necessary that C9l(P) = l.

The Mackey-Shoda theorem states that if i? is a subgroup of G and P is

an irreducible representation of H, then G|P is irreducible if and only if

(Plr-'PPnPOótP'lr-'iP-nPO for all rEG such that r£Pf. This condition
is clearly a sufficient condition for a factor representation LolHto induce a

factor representation G|P. One sees directly that the Mackey-Shoda condi-

tion implies the condition of Theorem 7 by verifying that if rEG, r EH, and

D is a class of G, then

22    LXE öt(£ I r-lBr (~\H,Lr\ r^Hr C\ H).
xerDClH
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